
90 degree framing angles

Structural cill trimmers

Structural head trimmers

ROOFLIGHTS (STRUCTURE)

NOTE:All roof designs must be
checked and calculated by a
structural engineer

Provide double trimmers
where necessary

Rooflight installed in accordance with manufactures details

Thermal collar

ROOFLIGHTS (SECTION)

NOTE:All roof designs must be
checked and calculated by a
structural engineer

Provide double trimmers
where necessary

Sarking felt to BS747

Flashing / top apron

Provide drainage gutter as
required by manufacture

Pleated apron flashing

Felt collar

Support batten

Rooflight installed in accordance with manufactures details

Sink - provide 40mm dia trap
with 75mm water seal. Length
of pipe to be 3m max for 40mm
pipe or 4m max for 50mm pipe

Washbasin - provide 32mm dia
trap with 75mm water seal.
Length of pipe to be 1.7 max
for 32mm pipe or 3m max for
40mm pipe

WC - provide 100mm dia pipe
with 50mm water seal. Length
of pipe to be 6m max for single
WC

Bath/shower - provide 40mm
dia trap with 50mm water seal.
Length of pipe to be 3m max
for 40mm pipe 4m max for
50mm pipe

Bends in branch pipes should
be avoided or have as large a
radius as possible

It is acceptable to reduce a
bath/shower trap to 38mm
where the appliance
discharges directly to a gully

The branch pipes should be of
at least the same diameter as
the trap

Avoid cross-flow into any other
branch pipe connected to the
stack by providing an offset
and swept entries as detailed in
ADH diagram 2

A branch pipe should not
discharge into a stack lower
than 450mm above the invert
level of the drain (3 storeys)

Provide rodding points to
discharge pipes which cannot
be rodded by removing traps or
appliances

Soil and vent pipes should be
fixed to the external wall of the
building using pipe clips at no
more than 1.8m apart and
branch pipes by clips no more
than 750mm apart

Ensure a gentle bend at the
base of stack with as large a
radius as possible, at least
200mm at the centre line,
under a concrete support

Svp to terminate at least
900mm
higher than any opening within
3m and top of pipe to be fitted
with a cage

900 mm

Less than 3m

Slope = 18mm/m min

Slope = 18mm/m min

Slope = 18mm/m min

Slope = 18mm/m min
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